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Summary. Exploration of Venus by the Magellan spacecraft have shown, that about 
12% of impact craters on it's surface surrounded by the radar-dark or  -bright features 
and 367 similar "splotches" are observed. This features are believed to  represent a 
complex set of phenomena, involving interactions between projectile and the 
atmosphere of the planet (Philips at al., 1991, Shaeber at al., 1992). We propose the 
following model of the "splotch formation: High pressure gasses at the atmospheric 
shock wave go into the pores of upper layer of the planet syrface to  the depth about 20 
m. When the phase of lover pressure comes, this gasses begin t o  expand, scattering the 
regolith and pulverise it. The resulted quazi-circular zone of disrupted material looks 
like a "splotch" at the radar images. 

In this study we use SALE computer code for two-dimensional numerical simulation of shock 
waves in ununiform atmosphere induced by meteoroid 1 km dameter and initial velocity about 20 W s .  
Modelling of this process was divided on two parts. First of it include simulation of meteoroid passage 
trough atmosphere and data, obtained from it was used as initial condition for second part of calculation, 
where only shock waves propagation modelled. Processes of ablation and disruption of meteoroid and 
formation of crater was excluded from calculations. 

We obtain two main results. First of it lies in the fact, that meteoroid generates so strong 
pressure, that can exceed firmness of Venus regolith. High pressure gasses passes into the pores of upper 
level of core of planet on the depth about 20 m. When the phase of lover pressure comes, t h s  gasses begin 
to expand, scattering the regolith and pulverise it (Hnstianovitch S.A., 198.5). In our initial conditions it 
gives crater about 4 km. dameter surrounded by zone of cleared surface or small fraction of material 
about 20 m. depth and 35 km radii. In nature so small meteoroid may be destructed by atmosphere and 
forms no crater, but if it takes place not very far from surface shock wave disrupt surface in analogous 
way. On radar images one could see this structures as zones of anomalous brightness (bright or dark 
correspondingly). This conclusion appears from e'uperimental results obtained by Tryka K.A. and 
Muhleman D.O. (1992). An analysis of halolcrater diameter ratio shows us, that there are two branches 
of it exists on Venus (Fig.1). m s  (Philips at al., 1991) assumed, that lower branch is the print of 
ablation. As about upper branch, it was shown by Shaber (Shaber at al., 1992) that it correlate 144th small 
craters and halo without craters at al. In our calculations we obtained results, ~ t h c h  confirm t h s  
pronouncement. 

Another result of our simulations is that shock waves formed by meteoroid is very unlike nraves 
induced by cylindrical explosion. This Werences are illustrated on figures 2-4, where you can see 
comparison of pressure profrles obtained in one- and two-dimensional calculation. First, lies in the fact, 
that wave formation after contact continues about ten seconds and produce more intensive shock, that 
explosion of similar energy. Atmospheric gases, accelerated by projectile along it's trajectory collides with 
surface and produce owrpressure behmd the front of the wave, supporting it. This process can be 
ampwed by expansion of vapour from forming crater. Second, that shock wave forms on a half diameter 
distance from meteoroid is common knowledge, but this handicap prevents relaxation of the front 
pressure by outflow of hot gases behind the front into upper atmosphere, called 'fireball". 
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